
WE SEE
THE BIGGER
PICTURE



WE GET IT RIGHT

Vital’s high-quality definitive reports 
lead to informed clinical decisions. 
We can reduce your waiting lists, 
provide real-time information, and 
our automated processes reduce 
admin time and error.

REDUCE YOUR
WAITING LISTS

PROVIDE REAL-TIME 
INFORMATION

OUR AUTOMATED 
PROCESSES REDUCE 

ADMIN TIME
AND ERROR



BETTER REPORTS
BASED ON THE FULL 
PATIENT HISTORY

Get better reports with Vital’s proprietary 
platform which integrates into NHS 
systems, providing the full context of 
patients’ history and prior images for our 
radiologists. This means we produce 
high-quality definitive reports that lead 
to informed clinical decisions and save 
time for the referrer.



OUR EXPERT
RADIOLOGISTS

Vital recruit only the best radiologists – 
each and every one has been handpicked 
by our highly respected consultant 
partners - who are also shareholders.

Our team includes a large group of 
radiologists including those with 
subspeciality expertise:

Scans are directed to the most appropriate 
radiologists with experience and training 
in that area using our unique technology 
auto filter.

CARDIAC MSK BREAST NEURO CHEST

UROLOGY GYNAECOLOGY PAEDIATRIC GI INCLUDING CT
COLONOGRAPHY



REDUCING WAITING LISTS 
WITH 24-7 REPORTING

Reduce your waiting lists with Vital’s 
team of UK-based radiologists and 
subspecialty experts who are ready to 
support your imaging requirements.

In addition to the UK team, we work 
with radiologists in Australia and India 
to ensure around the clock reporting 
when needed.



FULL VISIBILITY VIA
OUR UNIQUE DASHBOARD

We provide complete visibility on 
cases and scans with our unique 
dashboard which is owned by us 
and designed for the needs of NHS 
trusts. This also allows for clients to 
correspond with us with queries.
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MORE EFFICIENT
REPORTING

We increase efficiency and reduce 
admin time in teleradiology using 
Radicube, our automated workflow 
manager technology, a powerful tool 
which automates the day-to-day 
workflow involved in transferring 
images and related clinical data from 
radiology departments to Vital. Not 
only does this automation speed up 
the whole process, it also reduces 
manual input and administrative tasks 
while reducing clinical risk



At Vital Radiology, we produce better 
reports because we see the patient’s 
full medical history and prior images.

Find out more vitalrad.co.uk
 


